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Now, your beloved Egalitarian!

Environmental Section: Genavieve
Catalina Island Fox
Food: Omnivores, they eat plants,
insects, and certain animals.
Location: Catalina Island.

Life Span: 4-6 years but some live
up to 15.
Species: The Catalina Island Fox is
the largest endemic mammal on

the island, it is a descendant of the
gray fox.
Fun Fact: It is the only carnivore
unique to California.

Green Tip: Wash your clothes with
cold water instead of hot. This will
cut down on power and it will still

wash your clothes like it's supposed
to. (It also helps get certain types of
stains out of clothes.)

Letter from the Chair of the
Environmental Committee
So, a letter from the chair of

the environmental committee or
something like that. I think that
being environmental is uberly
important. It is our planet at stake,

there is no Planet B! Think about

the chain reaction of this. The
animals, who are doing nothing to
add to climate change are just
sitting, watching it happen, dying,
and going extinct.

Think of your favorite animal,
now, imagine, because of us, that
animal is gone. Completely wiped

off the planet, there is one left,
and it is the most hunted animal in
the world. Why are we doing this,

killing animals you ask? Well the
answer is for our own benefit. We

don't exactly think about how it
affects others, our ecosystem, our
animals. It is a complete domino
effect.

The

polar

bears,

the

elephants, sea otters, blue whales,

gorillas, giant pandas, spotted
owls, snow leopards. All of them

going extinct or dying. Let's fix
this, by being environmental.

I also believe being vegetarian

is super helpful if you want to try
it. I am a pescatarian and if I eat

fish then we make sure that it is
sustainable because I think that it

is better. I understand if your
family cannot afford to eat super
sustainably. I understand. But we
still need to work on it, maybe eat
less meat? Just try.

I read this book called The

Lions Of Mars by Jeniffer L. Holm.

It was based off of a boy who lives
on Mars, he was brought there
when he was less than one. He has
some sort of a fear of earth. It
really reminded me that we can’t

just live there and replicate our
perfect little lives on Mars. We
would have to change our way of

life entirely. We can’t just go to the
beach, also I don't think we would
all fit there so we would have to
adapt

to

living

together.

It

wouldn't be the same! We need to
fix this, we need to just start
changing our minds.

Being

environmental

takes

don't want you to be hopeful. I

time and effort and money. I think

want you to panic… and act as if

that people don't really think

the house is on fire.” If your house

environmentalist and not be doing

put it out. We should do the same

anything to help the planet, and

with our planet.

about that. You can’t be an

no, picking up a random piece of

is on fire you’re going to try and

- Genavieve Burgoyne, Chair

trash you find on the beach once a

of

year

Committee/”Environmental

is

not

gonna

help!

Environmentalist Greta Thunberg

the

Environmental

Officer”

says, “I don’t want your hope. I

3 Backyard Critters That You Might Not Know About:
By Quinn Oze 6th grade

4 backyard critters that you might not know about
By: Quinn Oze 6th grade
Environmental Committee Vice-Vice Chair

Cooper’s hawk

The cooper’s hawk is a
medium-sized raptor with a grey

back and red-lined belly. It is

other lizards, spiders (including

easily

brown and black widows), and

mistaken

sharp-shinned

hawk,

for

the

a

close

other

invertebrates

including

relative to Cooper's hawk. It is

slugs. (pictures are yet to be

commonly seen eating a dove or

downloaded from my camera).

other small animals. It is about 18

California ground squirrel

inches long and about 7 inches

Unlike

your

average

wide. It is an ambush predator and

run-of-the-mill

prefers to eat birds and mammals

California ground squirrel is most

such

pigeons,

commonly seen on the ground.

woodpeckers, squirrels, and etc.

Common to the scrublands of

Cooper’s hawks do not soar like

California, the California ground

red-tailed

being

squirrel is, unlike its invasive

ambush predators fly from tree to

cousin the eastern fox squirrel or

tree.

your everyday squirrel, a ground

Alligator lizard

dweller. The California ground

as

doves,

hawks

but

squirrel,

The

The alligator lizard is about

squirrel can be defined by its grey

a 9-inch long lizard that can be

and brown fur and thin tail. The

easily defined by its long tail,

California ground squirrel is a very

stubby legs, and orange and light

communal

brown back. They, unlike many

together with others in their

lizards in our area, prefer to

burrows.

remain hidden instead of basking

entrance to the ground squirrel

in the sun. They eat MANY

burrow is open and not buried

different

under a pile of dirt. These holes

types

of

animals

including eggs (bird and reptile),

are

used

animal
Unlike

by

and
moles,

many

lives
the

animals

including

amphibians

and/or

reptiles. Sometimes a burrowing

owl

will

even

abandoned

take

ground

over

an

squirrel

burrow.

Alternate Energy Source Opinion Articles
Sarah Lopez: Solar Energy

mountains where few people live.

I think that Solar is one of

Solar

energy

is

the best renewable energy sources

becoming

because it uses the sun as energy.

cost-competitive

This is very useful because the sun

fossil fuels, though it remains

is almost out every day, this also

somewhat expensive in certain

might be very vulnerable because

markets. Another con to solar

some days that sun is blocked by

energy is that it is very expensive

the clouds. I think that this energy

and it takes very rare materials to

source

make it such technology. Some of

because

should

supported

resource

is

increasingly
alternative

to

a

the things that use solar panels are

renewable resource, which means

rovers. The rovers use the sunlight

that the resource can be used as

to move and send back images to

much as possible because it is

earth, the sunlight helps the rover

naturally replaced. One of the bad

by letting it move, even though the

things about solar energy is that

rover moves very slow it is still

the solar panels take up a good

very productive.

deal of space, this is why most of

Lux Beaulieu: Wind Energy

the

the

be

an

technology

solar panels are on the

My opinion about the wind
energy

source

is

that

it

be

supported. Why do I think this?

is literally SEALING THE DOOR
CRACKS WITH SCOTCH TAPE!
Another

reason

is

wind

Well, think of Texas. Wind was

energy is renewable and actually

part of their energy source, but

lowers our usage of fossil fuels. If

when the heaps of snow came, the

it keeps lowering our usage of the

wind’s

materials and

energy

supporter,

the

helps us use less

windmill, froze! Because of this,

greenhouse

gasses.

And

less

heat and electricity has shut off.

greenhouse

gasses

mean

less

Now Texans are needing to do

global warming. And less global

dangerous things like be near

warming means no big big threats

grills or cars for heat. One couple

to the coral reefs or any icebergs.
These are my reasons on why wind
energy should be 110% supported.

Plants Section: Maya

Facts About the Plant Aloe Vera

water too much, the plant may
start suffering diseases like root

rot and drowning if you overwater.
This plant is also very beautiful,
but it also helps make you more

beautiful! (Or handsome.) The gel
inside of the Aloe vera plant leaves

are really good for your skin and

can serve a lot of purposes. One
thing is that it helps hydrate your
skin, so you will have less dry skin.

Another thing is that it helps with
sunburns, so if you have an aloe
Aloe Vera is an amazing

plant and it is very interesting as
well. The first thing you need to
know is that Aloe Veras are desert

plants, therefore they don’t require
much

they’re

watering

which

succulent.

I

means
would

recommend this plant to people
that don’t really have much time to

care for a plant or someone who
doesn’t

have

a green thumb.

They’re easier to care for. If you

vera plant you can rub the gel on
you or you can buy gel made of

aloe vera from the store special to

treating sunburns. There is also a
slime recipe made mostly of aloe

vera gel! So overall, I really
recommend

this

plant

for

everybody because it has many
uses

and

it

is

an

amazing,

beautiful plant and it’s really easy
to care for. Just don’t put it in
direct sunlight!

Cooking Section: Keira
TOSTADAS

(See notes about making this vegetarian)
(All steps are the same for the meatless version just don’t add the chorizo or
ground turkey.)
Serves 4 people
Ingredients
● 1 1oz package ground turkey (optional you can omit the ground turkey
and just use the soy chorizo if you are vegetarian)
● 2 1oz cans pinto beans (or homemade beans)
● 5oz chorizo or soyrizo (soyrizo is the vegetarian version of chorizo)
● 1 tomato chopped(for garnish)
● Iceberg lettuce shredded (for garnish)
● Shredded Monterey Jack or cheddar cheese (for garnish)
● Salt to taste
● 1 tablespoon cumin
● 1 tablespoon chili powder(optional)
● 8 corn tortillas
● Olive oil
● Chopped cilantro and green onion (for garnish)
● Lime
● Salsa (optional)
Steps
Preheat oven to 425 degrees

Heat oil in a large frying pan.
Add the ground turkey. Cook until brown. Add cumin, chili powder, and
salt to taste.
Add chorizo or soy chorizo to the cooked ground turkey in the pan. (You
don’t have to use the chorizo if you are doing a meatless version.)
Break up the chorizo or soyrizo with a wooden spoon and cook until brown.
Stir to combine with the ground turkey and cook for 3 to 4 minutes.
Drain the liquid from 1 can of the beans while reserving the liquid from the
other can of beans.
Empty the 2 cans of beans plus the reserved liquid into the pan with the
meat mixture and cook through over low to medium heat.
After about 5 minutes mash the bean and meat mixture with the back of a
wooden spoon or a potato masher until a paste forms. The mixture should
still have a semi-liquid consistency, Remove from heat, and cover. Taste
again for salt and add more if needed.
Lightly brush both sides of the corn tortillas with olive oil. Not too much or
the oil may drip in the oven.
Place tortillas directly on the oven grates. If all 8 tortillas can fit on the top
rack of the oven place a cookie sheet on the bottom rack to catch any oil
that may drip.
After about 4 minutes flip the tortillas using tongs. Bake until golden
brown on both sides.
The tortilla should be crisp and dark brown in spots. Oven temps vary so be
sure to keep checking them so that they don’t burn!

Remove tortillas from the oven and sprinkle Kosher salt on tortillas and set
aside.
To Serve
Scoop bean and meat mixture onto each tortilla and spread the mixture so
it coats the tortilla.
Top with cheese so the cheese melts in the mixture.
Then add lettuce and tomato, cilantro, green onion, salsa, and a squeeze of
lime.
Enjoy!

Entertainment: Sarah
RIDDLES:
#1: What goes up but never comes down?
#2: Where does Friday come before thursday
#3: What has a bark, but no bite?
#4: What can you catch but not throw?
#5: What game do cows play at parties?
ANSWERS:
#1: Your age
#2: In the dictionary
#3: A tree

#4: A cold
#5: Moooosical chairs

Fun facts:
Did you know that if you tried to say the alphabet without touching your
lips then each letter would sound the same as normal? 0_o
Koalas have the lowest brain-to-body mass of any mammal which means
they are not very intelligent, for example, if you were to give them a plate
with kale they would not be too smart enough to know it was food. >’^-^’<

Photography: Irene
Photography Tips and Tricks that will help you take a nicer, prettier photo.
1. Get a nicer angle. You don’t want the sun to shine so brightly that it
glares.
2. Have a nice setting! Instead of a Trash can behind you, why not some
flowers?
3. Have someone help you. If a person who is taller than you can get a
better angle, have them take the picture.
4. Make sure to go outside when it’s not too bright, but not too gloomy
either. If you want the lighting to be extra great, Use an Ipad or
phone to take the pictures. If you want to be super fancy, use a
camera!

5. Lastly, smile Big! If you are taking a picture of yourself, you should
smile. Your face lights up, and you’ll look so much happier!
Hope your picture comes out great! Remember to send it to me so
your hard work can be in the newspaper.
-Irene Maddox :)
Interpreting the News and Social
Justice: Carsyn

Don’t get me wrong, I don’t want
viruses in me either. But, my job is

Interpreting the news and

to inform, so I'm gonna tell you,

the wild world around us can be

the COVID vaccine DOES NOT

difficult, so in this section, I will

work this way. The way it does

be filtering through everything

work is not simple, so I’m gonna

from new news to the BLM

explain it in an easy-to-understand

movement to how the vaccine

way: like superheroes and villains.

works.

be

The villain (COVID) has a weapon,

COVID Vaccine: How it Works

which is the virus itself. Each and

and Why People Fear It.

every COVID cell has a casing that

Today’s

topic

will

I know a lot of people

has proteins that look like little

currently fear the vaccine, because

spikes.

of the fact that most vaccines put

carrying the virus inside of them,

weakened or dead versions of a

attach themselves to our cells.

virus into the body. People are

Then,

scared this is how the COVID

overtaking our good cells, causing

vaccine

us to get sick.

works,

and

they

are

uncomfortable having dead or
weakened viruses in their bodies.

These

they

This

spike

copy

is

proteins,

themselves,

where

our

superheroes try to come in. Our

bodies have a cool way of fighting

attack. This means that if we are

infections. These antibodies are

exposed to the real COVID virus

our

powers

later, the body remembers it. The

against villains like COVID. When

memory cells in our bodies act as

they notice that a villain has

reporters, reporting back to the

entered our body, they attack it.

brain

This particular villain, (COVID), is

antibodies/superheroes

super strong, though. So, for a lot

before. So when it’s time to fight

of people, their superheroes aren’t

real COVID crime, the body

strong enough, and they get very

knows what to do. The vaccine is

sick. This is why we need the

an important factor in keeping

vaccine.

ourselves safe. I hope that now

body’s

The

protective

the
fought

that you know a little more about

to

how the vaccine works, you can

produce the protein casing, but

feel safe about it entering your

there is NO virus inside. This

body. This is dedicated to all of

casing looks like a harmful item to

our

our antibodies, so they start to

making vaccines.

-Carsyn

for

inserts

how

the

instructions

vaccine

on

our

body

hard-working

scientists

Art/Comics

(from left to right, top row and then bottom row)
Tom Nook from Animal Crossing: New Horizons (The Game) By: Gavin
Francisco ( 3rd Grade Mrs. Wong’s )
Original Piece By: Dominic ( 3rd Grade Mrs. Wong’s )
Original Piece By: Dominic ( 3rd Grade Mrs. Wong’s )
Original Piece By: Dominic ( 3rd Grade Mrs. Wong’s )

Isabelle from Animal Crossing: New Horizons (The Game) By: Gavin
Fransisco (3rd grade Ms.Wong)
Peace + Equality = Love By: Penelope Aris Lovell (3rd grade Ms.Wong)
A pukeko ( a native New Zealand bird ) By: Merrick Oze ( 3rd Grade Mrs.
Wong’s)
Comic By: Maya Martinez

Toy Story Mania By: Gavin Francisco (3rd Grade Mrs. Wong )
Disneyland By: Gavin Francisco ( 3rd Grade Mrs. Wong )
Plane By: Gavin Francisco ( 3rd Grade Mrs. Wong’s )
“Be Happy” By: Maya Martinez

By: Erin Maddox ( 3rd Grade Ms.Wong)
By: Genavieve Burgoyne ( 6th Grade )
By: Genavieve Burgoyne ( 6th Grade )
By: Merrick Oze ( 3rd Grade Ms.Wong)

Banana By: Leor Cambre ( 5th grade)
By: Erin Maddox (3rd grade Mrs.Wong)
By: Erin Maddox (3rd grade Mrs. Wong)
Heron By: Merrick Oze ( 3rd Grade Ms.Wong )
“Peace by Piece” by Lilly O’Brien (6th Grade Mr. Cugley)
“A House in the Woods” by Lilly O’Brien (6th Grade Mr. Cugley)

4 tips and tricks that you might not know about in Art
1. If you are having trouble visualizing whatever you want to draw, you can
search up a picture of it, and use that to help you with your drawing!
2.When you color your picture, make sure to use vibrant and
color-coordinating colors so that your drawing really pops!
3. When you don’t know what to draw just put random colors, your favorite
colors, or colors that make you happy. When you put the colors on your
page just make it into a drawing by going up and down left and right side
by side and things like that
4. You can look at something in your room or outdoors and you can draw
that or that can just give you inspiration. Study it carefully and when you're
done you will come out with a beautiful drawing!
~Erin Maddox
A letter I received from Jenny

started with an innocent dare

Finklespotten

when Glorai Brankari dared me to

I am writing to you now from a

throw my gum at <redacted>, and

dark cell in Guantanamo Bay.

then I asked her, "What for?"

Who would have thought that

"Well, if you’re scared to do it then

something as simple as jamming

don't do it!"

some gum in my teacher's ear

“I'm not scared you are!”

would be such a problem? It all

So, then Glorai threw her gum at

“Oh dear, I’ll have to get it out.”

<redacted> and missed by a mile.

She picked up a pencil and instead

“Big deal,” I said, “you weren't

of removing the gum, just jammed

even close.”

it deeper! Then she asked me to

“So, you are scared!” she dared.

sit down, but the gum at that point

I declared "Not!" And then where

was so far in her ear it was no

did I go but up to the desk with a

longer visible.

wad in my hand.

I know what you are thinking,

I asked <redacted> if I could use

“Why are you in a prison cell in

the restroom, and when she turned

Guantanamo Bay if the teacher

her head back to face the class, I

didn’t even notice that you flicked

flicked my gum in her ear.

the gum at her?” That’s because I

I walked out immediately, but she

haven’t gotten to the most

didn't seem to notice anything

important part. I have uncovered

except Glorai laughing like a

a conspiracy of robotic android

hyena.

educators sent to stop us from

I came back from the bathroom

playing video games, and

later (as long as possible without

apparently my teacher was one of

<redacted> giving me a hard time)

them. I will write you again to tell

and the wad was still in her ear. It

you what you can do to destroy

really was IN HER EAR! I don’t

this attempt to restrict video

know how it got that far in her ear,

games. In the mean time, you must

because I just flicked it at her.

work hard in class and complete

“<redacted>, there is some gum in

all of your assignments so that the

your ear.”

teachers don’t know that we have

I do have a conscience you know!

discovered their secret. Also,

please know that not ALL teachers

How? I don’t know. Oh wait,

are robotic android educators sent

I do! This Ryan went to preschool

to stop us from playing video

when he was fourteen.

games, some of them are OK.

That math definitely adds up.

Your teacher might actually be a

Anyway, to write the best, most

nice normal human!

accurate article I could on Ryan, I
needed to interview him. So, I sent

A letter I received from Jerry

an email to a person I know who is

Finklespotten

at the same school as Ryan, they

Hi, I’m Jerry Finklespotten.

emailed him, and then he emailed

You may know me since my

them, and they emailed me his

younger sister, Jenny

interview answers. So the

Finklespotten, wrote an article on

following is an interview with said

alien robot teachers (above). I want

Ryan, a 27-year-old guy:

you to know that is not what I will
be writing about.
I will be writing about a

Q. What is your favorite food?
A. Chicken and Rice

27-year-old guy. But this is not any
27-year-old-guy, it is a specific

Q. What is your favorite color?

27-year-old guy. A very special

A. Red or Pink.

27-year-old guy. This splendid
27-year-old guy’s name is…
Ryan.

Q. What is your favorite book?
A. Attack on Titan

And this 27-year-old guy is…
In sixth grade.

Q. What is your favorite book
genre?

A. Sci-Fi or Action
Q. What is your favorite thing
Q. What is your favorite hobby?

about being a 27-year-old guy?

A. Sports

A. Driving and buying a bunch of
candy with my money

Q. What is your favorite sports
team?

Q. What is your favorite extension

A. Dodgers

cord?
A. Laptop charger

Q. What is your favorite drink?
A. Sprite

Q. What is your favorite dessert?
A. Vanilla

Q. What is your favorite place?
A. My room

Q. What is your favorite pillow?
A. Blue one

Q. What is your favorite pencil?
A. A sharpened one

Q. What is your favorite clock?
A. A clock

Q. What is your favorite shape?
A. Triangle

Q. What is your favorite chicken
nugget?

Q. What is your favorite emoji?

A. Dino nuggies

A. Poop
Q. What is your favorite chair?
Q. What is your favorite bucket?
A. Filled with water

A. My chair

Q. Have you ever burned chicken

guy. Ever wondered what a

nuggets?

27-year-old guy’s favorite bucket

A. No

is? Well, now you know! “Filled

And that’s it, kids! All the

with water”!

answers from a real 27-year-old
Going Back to School
Avni K.
After almost a year of virtual

classroom. I am especially happy

learning, we are back in school!!!

to be back because this is my last

When I first heard that our school

year at Eagle Rock Elementary and

was doing hybrid, I was so excited

I want to spend as much time as

and immediately started planning

possible at school. Even though

when I would go. Obviously, it

hybrid will be different, I think it

wasn’t that easy, but after a while I

will still be fun! I am looking

was going to be one of the first

forward to seeing all of you on

people to go back to school! As I

campus and talking to you for real!

am writing this, it is Thursday

Soon, school will be all normal and

April 22nd and it is my first day of

that will be great too. I want to

in person school. Don’t get me

know what your favorite part of

wrong, virtual learning was pretty

school is. Is it your friends? Is it

fun, I got to wake up late and do

recess? Or is it just being there?

school from my bed, but now that

Email me at:

I’ve had that experience I am

ASHAMASUN0002@mymail.lausd

really eager to see my friends and

.net to let me know! See you all

have the feeling of being in a real

soon!!!
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